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Southwest Power Pool 
WESTERN RELIABILITY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

Friday, April 19, 2019 
8am to 10am MDT (9am to 11pm CDT) 

Net Conference 
 

•  M I N U T E S  •  

 

1. Call to Order 

Keith Carman called the meeting to order at 8:02 am MDT (9.02am CDT) on Friday, April 19, 

2019. 

 

2. Attendance and Quorum Determination 

CJ Brown, on behalf of Bruce Rew, took attendance (attached) and confirmed that quorum was 

met. There was one proxy for the meeting - Scott Perhus (Black Hills) for Denton McGregor.  

 

3. Review and approval of WREC meeting agenda 

Keith Carman reminded the committee that there will be a closed session after this open 

meeting. CJ Brown requested for agenda item 5a on training be moved down the agenda after 

item 6. Keith Carman then called for a motion to approve the agenda with that change. John 

Tolo motioned to approve, seconded by Jonathan Aust; with no further discussion or opposition, 

the motion was approved. 

 

4. Approval of WREC Minutes from March 20, 2019 open meeting 

Keith Carman requested for approval of the minutes. Jeff Landis motioned to approve, seconded 

by Jonathan Aust; with no further discussion or opposition, the motion was approved. 

 

5. Review of Past Action Items 

CJ Brown, on behalf of Bruce Rew, went over the past action items.  

a. Leslie Sink to provide general outline of course training/shell document with attendee 

names to WREC at next meeting in April, which should include: How to use 

communication tools (R-COMM tools, congestion management tool, CROW, outage 
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coordination, satellite phones, etc.). She should also include the different desk phone 

numbers of communications.  <COMPLETED> 

 

John Gunter (SPP), on behalf of Leslie Sink, presented the training material that was 

included with the meeting agenda. He started by introducing the training teams 

(Customer Training Team for all the customers, and Performance Support Team for SPP 

internal operators), and also went over the onboarding process in preparation for 

parallel operations and go-live. He stated that SPP is also a NERC CE (Continuing 

Education) provider and in place to provide CE credential maintenance. He said that SPP 

will be providing two system restoration drills per EOP-006-3 R8 for the West for 2019, 

which will be after the 2019 onboarding training, around the parallel operations 

timeframe, and will be inviting all the TOPs to participate in those drills.  

 

John Gunter, on behalf of Leslie Sink, said that they are still working on finalizing the list 

of contacts from their West Training Contacts and that there were some who has not 

responded to SPP’s email yet so he does not have a complete list yet, which includes the 

list of entities for the Train-the-Trainer attendance. Jonathan Aust asked that this be an 

action item on the next meeting and requested that John Gunter send them the list of 

who has not responded through CJ Brown to disseminate to the group for follow up. 

 

b. SPP to develop a similar Revision Request for the West to change or create 

documents, with 2 or 3 letter acronyms, but should not be called “RR” to avoid 

confusion with the East documents. <COMPLETED> 

CJ Brown said that Clint Savoy (SPP) has started working on the draft proposal for the 

Revision Request for the West and is waiting on feedback from the participants; so the 

draft should be ready to be presented at the various meetings in May. 

 

c. Bruce Rew to make sure SPP has someone participating in the WECC RAS 

subcommittee. <COMPLETED> 

CJ Brown informed the committee that Neil Robertson is the designated representative 

for SPP as a West RC participant and has been going to those meetings, and that SPP is 

pursuing the opportunity for him to be in an official capacity with voting capability.  
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ACTION ITEM: CJ Brown added a new action item to provide West RC Org Chart by end of day 

after this meeting, and to use the chart for discussion on who to contact for next meeting.  

 

6. WRWG Updates and Approval Items 

Yasser Bahbaz, on behalf of Denton McGregor, provided updates on the WRWG conference call 

from April 16, 2019.  

a. Yasser Bahbaz said that consent agendas were skipped over at the last WRWG meeting since 

both Chairs were out but they will be presented in the May meeting for approval. 

b. There were lot of updates from the various task forces and RC-RC subgroups: 

- West Modeling Task Force (WMTF): EMS model coordination was completed and they 

are now working on identifying which components are needed for monitoring and 

analysis for IRO-002. 

- Congestion Management and Seams Task Force (CMSTF): they are working on 

congestion management methodology of agreement by May on how SPP will dispatch 

and mitigate SOL/IROL in our footprint, including non-qualified paths, N-1 type 

constraints, etc., to limit the number of operating guide for every situation. 

- Jonathan Aust asked if there was any discussion the coordination between SPP and 

CAISO, and how that plays a role in the hierarchy of linking up each other’s internal RC 

processes. Yasser Bahbaz responded and said that SPP is focusing on the internal 

processes right now before going to the external coordination effort, which will include 

a methodology on qualified paths where it can have an event issued on at the Seams, 

and does not see any concern with this effort getting sorted out before parallel 

operations for internal agreement within SPP. He said that RC-RC agreement is still in 

progress in terms of external agreement and is taking longer to be finalized as SPP is 

doing more than is being done in the West, so more details need to be flushed out, but 

he expects it to be completed within a couple of months with CAISO. Operating guides 

and procedures being used at the Seams will continue to be adopted. Jonathan Aust 

stated that his main concern are the roles and responsibilities around the Seams on 

non-qualified elements, so he appreciates that SPP is having conversations with CAISO. 
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- Yasser Bahbaz said that SPP will be sharing a high-level procedural plan at the CMSTF on 

the intent of the plan that will cover SPP procedures. But he stated that per SPP’s policy, 

SPP will not be able to share its internal procedures to the public as it contains details of 

SPP’s internal processes. CJ Brown said that SPP will be fine showing its internal 

procedures to the West operators who will be visiting SPP, but the procedures will not 

be posted to the public or sent out. However, SPP will share any TOP actions as 

applicable. 

- RC Readiness Task Force (RCRTF): they are working on shadow operations right now, but 

have reported concerns with meeting timeline in respect to data sharing agreement and 

making models available in June for customers to see.  

- Subgroups will be providing updates at each WRWG meeting. 

- Project management update: discussion that external outages will not be posted in 

CROW but in CSV-type list in secured site on Globalscape where a lot of the data are 

shared with the TOPs. 

- Discussion on external outages in CROW with CAISO were finalized and there will be co-

approval for Tie Lines. However, each conflicting outage will be based on who submitted 

the outage first. Jonathan Aust asked if SPP will be using a common naming convention 

since outages are going to be in CSV file, to which Yasser Bahbaz answered affirmative 

and that SPP will be modeling after the West in that regards. 

- Training updates that were given to the WRWG will be the same for WREC in this 

meeting later. 

- On the topic of time zone, Yasser Bahbaz informed the group that SPP will be using the 

time zone of the recipient of the instruction, and that SPP RCs will be asking the time 

zone of the receiving party first, before issuing the operating instruction. However, 

systematic reports that were auto-generated will still be in the time zone of SPP’s 

system, that is, in CPT.  

- RC Daily Conference Call template was shared with the group on what data the RC 

reports should include for the calls. 

- Modification oversight process updates including revision request process draft is being 

worked on for next WRWG meeting. 

c. There were no approval items from WRWG for the WREC. 
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7. SPP Project Status Update 

a. CJ Brown gave an update on the project status:  

- He said that ICCP has been connected and are on track.  

- WON is also connected but SPP is still trying to get CAISO connected.  

- Satellite phones will be going out soon by end of April.  

- Hiring is almost completed, except for one more West RC operator but SPP has received 

a few good candidates for consideration; and one new trainer with extensive West 

experience will be joining SPP next month.  

- CJ Brown thanked all member companies of their willingness to let SPP operators visit 

their organizations which is a good opportunity for them to build relationship.  

- SPP will be conducting two system restoration drills in 2019.  

- In regards to outage coordination, Globalscape has been set up and should be available 

for posting outages and data soon for shadow operations and certification. SPP has 

incorporated PEAK model, and performance metrics are in good shape between CAISO 

and SPP, and we are on pace to release some other things going on for May/June.  

- Regulatory is also on pace with the formal packet expected in May. SPP will have a mock 

certification before the actual certification on August 13-15, 2019. 

b. Keith Carman asked how SPP handles a situation where the load of a RC customer is in a 

different BA but that CAISO is the RC. CJ Brown explained that TOPs can connect with  load 

in a different BA, but each RC’s relationship is with the TOP, therefore SPP will have 

operating guide-type document written up for this kind of situation; especially for the 

Montana area, with WAPA and CAISO methodology agreement. Yasser Bahbaz clarified that 

Northwestern BA load will not be subjected to any charges by SPP or CAISO. Similarly for 

WAPA load connected to CAISO when that facility is in the SPP footprint; therefore, those 

Tie Lines going in/out will be documented by which RC has authority over that facility. 

c. John Tolo asked if SPP would be open to visitation from members of their management 

team for relationship building. CJ Brown asked them to reach out to him, Bruce Rew, or 

Yasser Bahbaz, to coordinate a tour and to show the SPP control room anytime. 
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8. Other Items 

Keith Carman asked about the status of the tools between RCs. Bruce Rew said that there are 

weekly calls on cost allocation on ECC methodology, where three different options were 

discussed: by BA, by load ratio share, or by modified version of EIDSN-type. Gridforce (headed 

by CJ Ingersoll) recently participated but the majority prefers the EIDSN allocation approach. 

Keith Carman said that he would like to participate in the discussion with the group, which Bruce 

Rew suggested taking this offline for discussion in a call later with Nancy and Michelle. 

 

9. Summary of Action Items  

a. CJ Brown to provide West RC Org Chart by end of day after this meeting, and to use the 

chart for discussion on who to contact for next meeting. 

b. CJ Brown to provide status update on the satellite phones. 

c. Bruce Rew to provide status on the governance of the tools. 

d. SPP staff to provide status updates on Revision Request. 

e. SPP staff to provide updates on coordination of Seams issue for embedded-type loads, 

e.g. where a TOP load is extended to another RC area. 

f. John Gunter/Leslie Sink to provide Training team participation updates. 

g. John Gunter/Leslie Sink to provide Training Contacts updates. 

 
10. Future Meetings 

Keith Carman reminded the committee that the next WREC meeting in May will be another 

WebEx.  

Date Time Host 

5/17/2019, Friday 8-10am MT WebEx 

6/21/2019, Friday 8-10am MT WebEx 

7/17/2019, Wednesday 1-5pm local F2F: Tri-State (SPP will provide lunch) 

8/16/2019, Friday 8-10am MT WebEx 

9/18/2019, Wednesday 1-5pm local F2F: Black Hills (SPP will provide lunch) 

10/18/2019, Friday 8-10am MT WebEx 

11/20/2019, Wednesday 1-5pm local F2F: SPP (SPP will provide lunch) 

12/6/2019, Friday 8-10am MT WebEx 
 

11. Executive Session Discussion 

a. WIDSA Update 
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b. Project Development Expenditures 

 

12. Adjournment 

Keith Carman called for a motion to adjourn the meeting at 9.32am MDT (10.32am CDT). John 

Tolo made the motion, seconded by Shane Sanders; with no further discussion or opposition, 

the motion was approved.  

 

With that, Keith Carman adjourned the open meeting and called for a short break before the 

executive session was convened at 9.40am MDT (10.40am CDT).  

 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

CJ Brown, on behalf of Bruce Rew 

WREC Staff Secretary 
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Attendance: 

Keith Carman (Tri-State, WREC Chair) 

Abel Bustillos (EPE) 

Brian Rounds (AESL) 

Calvin Dacus (TEP) 

Eric Baran (Western Interstate Energy Board) 

Jeff Landis (PRPA) 

John Tolo (TEP) 

Jonathon Aust (WAPA) 

JP Maddock (BEPC) 

Kaleb Brimhall (PRPA) 

Kathy Sabers (Black Hills) 

Katie Southworth (Natural Resources Defense Council) 

Layne Brown (WECC) 

Lloyd Linke (WAPA) 

Luz Ramos (EPE) 

Maude Grantham-Richards (Tri-State) 

Mike Rein (Xcel) 

Pam Feuerstein (IREA) 

Patrick Clarey (FERC) 

Philip Shafeei (CSU) 

Rebecca Johnson (WAPA)  

Scott Perhus (Black Hills), proxy for Denton McGregor 

Shane Sanders (AEPCO) 

Steven Owen (Xcel Energy – PSCo) 

Tom Christensen (BEPC) 

Warren Rust (CSU) 

 

Bruce Rew (SPP, WREC Secretary) 

Bert Bressers (SPP) 

CJ Brown (SPP) 

John Gunter (SPP) 
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Mike Riley (SPP) 

Sam Loudenslager (SPP) 

Samantha Gwei (SPP) 

Yasser Bahbaz (SPP) 

 


